
 

Table 1. Analysis of TANF Privatization and Client Outcomes in Florida, 2005 
           Full-Time Participation                    Unsubsidized Employment                    Earnings             

Privatization Coefficient         Prob       Difference            Coefficient        Prob      Difference                   Coefficient 

ForProfit 

 

NonProfit 

 

Public Baseline 

-.414***          .374         -10.0                  -.026             .089           -2.2                         -5.01 

(.082)                           [.374, .474]           (.146)                         [.089, .111]                 (5.40) 

-.191                .429          -4.5                    .283             .127            1.6                          -6.45 

(.195)                           [.429, .474]           (.309)                         [.127, .111]                 (9.51) 

--------             .474                                   -------             .111                                          ------- 

Client-Level  

Participation 

 

Female 

 

<HS Education 

 

Unmarried 

 

Black 

 

Hispanic 

 

Age Youngest Child 

 

3 or More Children 

 

 --------                                                        .264***        .152           4.1                        69.7*** 

                                                                   (.017)                         [.152, .111]                (6.71) 

-.406***         .342          -13.2                  -.124**          .092          -1.9                        -15.23* 

 (.153)                          [.342, .474]           (.041)                          [.092, .111]                (8.86) 

 -.634***        .323          -15.1                  -.222*            .077          -3.4                         -5.33 

 (.079)                          [.323, .474]           (.130)                          [.077, .111]                (12.83) 

 -.011              .472                                     .056               .112                                         12.46  

 (.006)                                                       (.064)                                                              (5.94) 

-.215**           .421           -5.3                   -.081              .104                                          4.11   
 (.088)                           [.421,.474]          (.154)                                                              (5.88) 

 .319**           .560             8.6                   .177               .131                                          5.84 

 (.089)                           [.560, .474]          (.179)                                                             (7.32) 

-.007               .452                                    -.018              .092                                         -4.27 

(.007)                                                        (.012)                                                             (5.17) 

.056                .488                                     .027               .116                                         -4.76 

(.087)                                                        (.149)                                                             (5.59) 

County-Level  

Conservatism 

 

Unemployment 

 

Poverty 

 

Black 

 

Hispanic 

 

 .004               .499                                     .002               .117                                         -3.64 

(.006)                                                        (.009)                                                             (.358) 

-.018               .469                                   -.116               .108                                         -4.96**  
(.032)                                                        (.060)                                                             (2.31) 

-.027**           .422            -5.2                 -.079**           .089          -2.2                          1.92 

(.012)                          [.422, .474]            (.017)                          [.089, .111]                (1.72) 

.005                .463                                     .007               .112                                          6.07 

(.005)                                                        (.008)                                                             (9.94) 

.028**            .525              5.1                -.008               .096                                         -2.24** 

(.011)                          [.525, .474]           (.071)                                                             (.634) 
N (Client; County) 

ICC 

Chi-Square
 

4340; 67                                                        4340;67                                                                 4340;67  

 .153                                                                 .101                                                                       .046                                           

168.50***                                                       64.73***                                                            147.51*** 

Note: Cell entries are multi-level maximum likelihood coefficients/predicted probabilities (Participation and Employment 

models) and regression coefficients (Earnings model) with robust standard errors in parentheses. The Participation and 

Employment dependent variables are both measured dichotomously indicating whether an open case client was engaged in full-

time work participation activities or unsubsidized employment at the time of DHHS data collection.  Predicted probabilities are 

calculated for each independent variable with all other variables held either at zero (if dichotomous) or at their mean (if 

continuous). The predicted probabilities represent the expected likelihood of achieving program outcomes for the independent 

variables when moving from zero to one (dichotomous independent variables) or when moving from the mean to maximum 

values (continuous independent variables). The Earnings dependent variable is measured continuously and represents total 

reported monthly earnings from the previous month of employment. ***p < .01; ** p < .05; *p < .10. 


